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ABSTRACT

In order to develop an in vitro method for the quality control of live Attenuated poultry viral
vaccines for identity and the absence of extraneous agents Multiplex-PCR was applied for the
identification of Infectious Bursal Disease virus vaccine (IBDVv) and Marek's (HVT) vaccine as
well as detection of Chicken Anemia Virus ( CAV) -with different titers- that experimentally
contaminate each of the two vaccines.

Live attenuated IBDV vaccine -experimentally contaminated with CAV- was employed for
the establishment of the method for the RNA derived viral vaccines .Both DNA and RNA
extraction were carried out, then specific cDNA segment of the mDVv was obtained after RT
utilizing specific primer pair, followed by Multiplex-PCR using two primer pairs, the first for
mDVv and the second specific for CAY. On the other hand HVTV vaccine experimentally
contaminated with CAV was employed for the establishment of the method for the DNA derived
viral vaccines using two primer pairs, the first was specific for HVT virus and the second for
CAY.

The Multiplex-PCRs for the two vaccines were highly specific and sensitive and could detect
also the CAV (the experimental extraneous contaminant) at a detectable limit of 10J TCIDsoi
5~1 of the sample. These results demonstrate the applicability of the method for the quality
control of poultry vaccines for identity and for the absence of extraneous agents.

INTRODUCTION

Requirements for the quality control of
poultry viral vaccines have increased
considerably over recent years as a result of
improved knowledge of potential risks
associated with the use of these vaccines for
the target birds themselves or for the
consumers of these birds or their products.
Vaccines are considered to be the most cost
effective tool in the prevention of infectious
diseases, particularly in poultry farming but
tlley must be well identified and free of viral
contaminants that could infect birds. Identity
testing of a vaccine identifies the type of
attenuated virus contained in such vaccine.
Many traditional tests, FAT, SNT, and AGPT

were indicated (1) under the title of general
requirement for live viral vaccines. On the
other hand purity testing has become an
essential quality requirement of
immunological veterinary medicinal products.
The European pharmacopoeia (2) requires
avian viral vaccines to be free of adventitious
agents.

Tables I & 2 showed the conventional
tests required for detection of extraneous
agents in either seed lots and/or in batches of
the final products (2). Under these texts seed
material and final batches of poultry vaccines
must be tested for a comprehensive list of
potential contaminants (Taole 2).














